After brief review of the quality of stress tensor for matter and the pseudotensor for gravitavity, a formulation the same as the mechanics conservation law in the classic mechanics is obtained using the post-newtonion approxy method. This makes one know that the gravity energy-momentum should be non-local quantity and also makes the the early hypothesis of Einstein on strong equivilence has it way to compare with the "Lunar-Range" experiments.
The definition of energy-momentum tensor of gravity has long been a controversial problem. The quantities are important because they are conserved. Usually the conserved law is followed from the equation of motion,but if one has known the energy-momentum tensor then one can gain important information about the system even without solving the equations of motion. Unfortunately,we haven't obtained the tensor for gravity field by now after eighty-five yeas of general relativity(GR) establishment . Up to now we have got some pseudotensors for the energy-momentum density of the gravitational field which was nought in static field such as asymptotically space-times[1][2] [3] . There are still some present works on searching for the true tensor of gravitational energy-moment density and has achieve some approaches such as quasilacal method [4] or others [5] [6] . It is hard to judge their endeavors here, but this paper sustain the result that the energy-momentum density should be nonlocal quantities , and thus be pseudotensor.
Another purpose of this paper is trying to generalize the Einstein's theory of gravitation .It's well known that GR is in fact a single-body theory which is based on the primary assumption that there is a pervasive gravitation field caused by the total effects of a source composed by a group of bodies , and the property of general covariance insures the field possess the same equation in different reference frame. The assumption is analogous to the method we have used in dealing with the problem of hydrogen atom in Quantum Theory where we use the accustomary way to translate the problem of two bodies including electron and nuclear into a single-body problem of electron moving around the nuclear. In GR we have same convenience. If we have got the metric from Einstein Equation , then the kinematics are all decided by the geodesic. But if we observe some movement of remote stars or galaxies, the observed system is a many-body system with gravitational interaction among them. Because of the long distance,the system may act no gravitation on us, there is no necessity that one(observer) should be in the same field as the test bodies(also observed).Therefore one can't apply the Einstein equation here directly , and usually one uses the classic Newton's theory(Virial theory [12] or Kepler's law [13] ) to treat some problems, but the theories are not even special covariant(being the covariant form of special relativity). We hope to find a special-covariant gravitation theory for a system of manycelestial bodies similar to the many-body theory of Quantum Mechanics. Although this paper doesn't achieve the target,we after all have strode forward from our initial point. Obviously the purpose is relevant to the discussion of energy-moment density.
II. A REVIEW OF STRESSTENSOR AND PSEUDOTENSOR IN GENERAL RELATIVITY
In GR the gravitational field(GF) is described in a style of "immerge",i.e. observers is also in the GF, and in this condition the equation for GF is
The stress tensor of the right side is always defined as
where the u µ is four-velocity, ρ = M δ 4 (x − x(τ )) is scalar field with M being the rest mass of the gravitational source. Obviously the stresstensor is symmetrical and it's well known that T 00 is energy density, T 0i is energy current density, T mo and T mi are momentum density and momentum current density respectively. The geodesic of the GF is
where
is affine connection. The (2.3) can also be written as and on the other hand,using the Bianchi Identity,one can also obtain the (2.5) from (2.1),and hence the (2.4) is followed. Now the conclusion can be drawn that the (2.4) and (2.5) is equivalent. Let's consider the definition of the pseudotensor in GF. The formulation of pseudotensor in GF has several forms[1] [2] [3] [7] [11],which are mainly obtained from Noether's theorem [2] [3]. Let's confine our discussion to one form of them [2] , which doesn't affect the pseudotensor property and our results, and the expression is
where L is Lagrangian density of GF with the action integral I = L d 4 x, and the sign √ = √ −g comes from the invariant four dimension integral element
The pseudotensor in (2.6) or any other forms all satisfy the following equation
Because t µ ν is not a tensor but satisfies (2.7), it is impossible to require the energy of GF defined locally [2] . In order to know the concrete detail of transformation property between the pseudotensor of GF and the matter field T µ ν , it's necessary to calculate the value of t µ ν in some particular metric field g µν . The preferred metric of course is Schiwarzschild metric:
After a lengthy calculation,it can be found that all the component of t µ ν turn out to be zero at last. During the calculation ,we often meet such terms as and its counterpart which make us acknowledge that the lowest order of t µ ν should proportion to 1 r 4 while the moving test body is far away from the source matter. From the calculation result we also conclude that if there is no relative motion there is no significance of defining the t µ ν or T µ ν . In fact ,we can't find any two bodies static relative to each other in our universe.
III. THE ENERGY-MOMENT PSEUDOTENSOR OF GF IN POST-NEWTONIAR APPROXIMATION
As a remote observer,one naturally pays his attention to the energy transformation between the GF and the matters while the galaxies or galaxy clusters moving relative to each other. And it is this transformation that reflects and determines the motion of a celestial body moving relative to others. Virial theorem(statistical) are generally used to study the motion of a body around a peculiar galaxy or galaxy cluster. However , there has been no evidence that GR is directly relevant to virial theorem up to now. Let's qualitatively analyze the energy-moment pseudotensor in GF with the method of Post-Newtoniar Approximation ,which may help us understand the meaning of pseudotensor.
Under the Post-Newtoniar Approximation [8] ,let's expand the metric with small parameter υ 2 ∼ GM r (c = 1)as
g 00 + · · · · · · (3.1) . When the source matter of GF has relative motion to the test body , the t µν should not be zero according to the definition of T µν and (2.7).Now let's evaluate the order of t µν in (2.6).Substitute the evaluation of (3.3) to (2.6),one can find the main-contribution terms having the same order of magnitude as the estimation following the (2.8) :
If one regards the considered gravitational system as an isolated system, the following equation can be derived from the (2.7):
in which √ has been included in integral element dV .Let's consider the component of µ = 0, then integer over the time t, we have
When the spherical integer region is large enough, it is reasonable to make the post-newtoniar approximation satisfied near the surface of the region , but not reasonable to do so when r is small,so we have to divide the integration of t 0 0 into two parts:one part(r > r ′ ) satisfies the post-newtoniar condition and the other(r < r ′ ) not
Only the radial integral limit is given here. Combining the equation (2.2),(3.4),and(3.6)we obtain the integral result
in which E G represents the first term of (3.7) together with the value of − C r at r ′ . When r ′ is also large enough,one can regard E G as a constant. In order to decide the value of const , one should remember that when the source matter is static, t µν ≡ 0, γ = ( 1 − υ 2 ) −1 = 1, the equation (3.8) becomes M = const. Substitute it back to (3.8), one brings out
where the equation has been applied the approximation of ( 1 − υ 2 ) −1 = 1 + 1 2 υ 2 .Make V = − C r ,and T = 1 2 M υ 2 , then substitute them to (3.9) and deferential it , the equation becomes
just the same form of classical mechanical conservation law which suggests that C = GM ,now (3.9) can be written as
We see that this equation gives us the information on how GF's energy between the source and a unit-mass static testbody transforms with the source kinetic energy. Here the test body performs as a static observer. From the equation we may also understand why the t µν should be a pseudotensor but not a tensor.
IV. TWO BODIES' ENERGY-MOMENT PSEUDOTENSOR WITH GRAVITATIONAL INTERACTION
The discussions of previous parts are all based on the assumption that the observer is also in the same considered GF as the test body, and still on the assumption that only the source matter moves if there is relative motion between the test body and the source of GF(see also 3.8).Furthermore,test body's mass is always implied to be unit in above arguments. In the following argument I try to utilize the GR regardless of these three confinements of GF model . Now the observer ,who is far away from the isolated gravitational system including M 1 , M 2 together with their gravitational interaction, can observe the system but isn't affected by the GF of the system. And the mass of testbody(M 2 ) is not unit mass either, it has the same order of magnitude as the mass of source matter(M 1 ) for GF. So when the testbody has relative velocity to the source matter,the observer will find both the motion of M 1 and M 2 instead of the motion of either M 1 or M 2 ; Therefore according to classical Newtoniar mechanics the equation (3.11) should be changed to
According to this equation,the total energy-moment density should be defined as
If one makes M 2 = 1 and ignores it in equation (4.2),then the (3.8) is obtained provided that M 1 ≫ 1. Now we can acknowledge that (4.2) and thus the (4.3) is Lorentz covariant. In (4.3),
It might be necessary to give an analysis to the right side of the equation (4.3) :notice that the third term is of the interaction of the first and the second,one might doubt whether there exist some other terms which denote other interactions such as the action between the second term and the third term. The answer is not easily given only by theory. Let's come back to GR to study the question: Make M 1 the source matter of the GF,and M 2 a testbody in the Field of M 1 . Suppose that the observer is in co-moving reference frame of M 1 (implying the M 2 is static), then the g µν is a constant and thus t µν 1 = 0, from (2.5) we know that T µν 1;ν = 0 too, These results lead to the conclusion that in its commoving system M 1 can't feel the interaction energy t µν 1 except for itself conserved stresstensor T µν 1 . The following mentioned experiment [9] can indirectly prove that there is no gravitational interaction between M 1 and t µν 1 , and the same fact applies to M 2 . The above analysis shows that there is no t To find supports of experiment for (4.2) is an important thing. Let's account for the physical meaning of the equation , firstly interpret it as
the right side of the equation is a constant, the (4.4) reduce to
Einstein emphasized in his early paper [3] that the existence of pseudotensor is an assumption which is of truth provided that" the energy of GF is equal to any other energy with respect to gravitational effect" (strong equivalence principle) . One can notice that the term − GM2M1 r comes from the integer of pseudotensor t µν , hence if the termM 1 γ 1 and M 2 γ 2 offer gravitation the term − GM2M1 r (binding energy)has the same effect,i.e. offering anti-gravitation or equivalently decreasing the gravitation of M 1 γ 1 and M 2 γ 2 . Now we can draw the conclusion from (4.5) that the gravitational mass of the isolated system doesn't change when there is relative motion between M 1 and M 2 . But if the system is not a isolated one and at last the two bodies collide to each other and a new stable body comes into being, then the relative motion of two bodies must be accompanied with radiation
the right side of inequation is the initial state and the left side is the final state. If the initial state is : r → ∞ and υ 1 = υ 2 = 0,then (4.6) gives
The inequation obviously means that the new body's gravitational mass is less than the summed mass of M 1 and M 2 just with the discrepancy of − GM2M1 r ,which has been accurately proved by the Lunar-Range experiments [9] . On the other hand,the theory developed in this paper can also be regarded as the explanation to the experiment.
V. DISCUSSION
The inequation (4.7) helps us to reach the conclusion that the mass of a celestial body is relevant to its size i.e. a body composed by the same number of nucleons will display different gravitational mass with respect to its actual different size. The smaller the size,the more the binding energy(offer negative gravitational mass).But if each celestial body in a galaxy has stable moment relative to others, according to equation (4.5) ,the total gravitational mass of galaxy doesn't change as an isolated system except for the other reasons such as gravitational radiation [10] or electromagnetic radiation. The confirmation of (3.8) shows that the strong equivalence included in GR has been proved and the GR is selfconsistent, and I believe it can pass any other experiment tests.
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